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Gone are the days when 'technology' left us confused. These days
it plays a larger-than-life role in our daily working, be it in our
businesses or at home. To be honest, it is not even that difúcult to
understand. There are simple steps to follow, much like one follows
a route map to reach a location, and voila! you are there! Our In
Focus takes a cue from this aspect of our life – technology and how
it is being used to make our businesses easier to do, and with higher
success rates. Technology, today, has given an equal playing úeld
to enterprises; not only to run their businesses smoothly, but to also
proúle customers as per individual needs.
In Hair, we introduce international celebrity hairdresser Juanmy
Medialdea, who at 13 years of age got into hairdressing, and by 15
was the owner of Juan Miguel Medialdea Peluqueros in Guadix,
Spain! In 2019 Juanmy became the úrst hairdresser in history to win
úve Picasso Awards with two collections in a single night! On the
other hand, Peter Beckett, Hair Ambassador Moroccanoil, got into
hairdressing by chance. He was not keen on being a part of it, but
when he joined a brand as an educator, he decided to dedicate his
life to spreading knowledge about hair. Hair brands are making life
that much simpler for artists! Styling products are the backbone,
and to aid efúciency, L’Oréal Professionnel has launched Toolbox
by Tecni.ART for ultimate styling; Opti.Sculpt and Opti.Straight
services by MATRIX are a must for those looking for sleek and
straight hair. In hair cre, Biolage SmoothProof smoothens frizz
and claims to make hair soft and beautiful; TIGI Custom Copyright
promises to meet the needs of all hair types! In the colour category,
Revlon Professional has introduced Nutri Color Crème for equal
amounts of colour, care and shine. On the home front, Ccigma
Lifestyle has a range of unique shampoos that are a blend of
unusual ingredients. KT Advanced Haircare Ultimate Frizz Control
Shampoo, a blend of Macadamia Oil and Shea Butter, is just perfect
for the season!
As the business of hair and beauty is on a curve thanks to the
ongoing bridal season, we are also witnessing expansion! David
M Tung, APAC Head of Henkel Beauty Care shares opportunities
available, plans for the future, and his vision for the group.
Schwarzkopf Professional being an intrinsic part of Henkel is,
therefore, ready to storm the bastion. Ritu Deswal, Founder, Style
‘N’ Scissors Salon in Jaipur, shares her take on the season and the
ammunition required to make it a success.
In Beauty, we feature independent make-up artist, Davinder
Kaur aka Davi, who has come a long way and looks like she is
here to stay! Gunjan Jain, National Education Manager at Cheryl’s
Cosmeceuticals talks about O2C2 Radiance Treatment and
HeelPeel Treatment for brides to-be. It is a delightful experience
from top to toe! Dr Pallavi Sule, Dermatologist and Aesthetic
Physician, explains the process of lash lifting and its beneúts.
Shahnaz Husain, Chairperson & Managing Director of Shahnaz
Husain Group of Companies speaks about technology in beauty.
In Spa Focus, we feature Spa Nescense at the Victoria-Jungfrau
Grand Hotel & Spa in Interlaken, Switzerland. It is an embodiment
of change with its warm, earthy shades, and bespoke walnut wood.
Sudhip Ghosh, Spa Manager, Rejuve – The Spa, The Lalit Great
Eastern Kolkata, shares his perspective on the wellness industry.
All this and more! Keep reading and reverting!

Hair: D&J Ambrose
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Nutri Color Crème by
Revlon Professional

Boost the Colour
What if you could give your client’s hair a colour
boost like no other? How does super shine,
revitalised colour and softer hair take place in
about three minutes? The Nutri Color Crème
range is what you need
Have more fun than ever with our 3-in-1 cocktail that offers
you inúnite possibilities in Color, Care and Shine. The perfect
product for fun, creative women who want to refresh their
hair colour or adopt a new fantasy shade, thanks to our latest
techniques that guarantee healthy, shiny hair. Radiant hair in one
product: refresh the shade, correct and neutralise unwanted tones
or create fantasy colours in trendy, creative styles.
Nutri Color Crème offers versatile colour and care, with beautiful,
vibrant results and healthy-looking hair every time. Nutri Color
Crème is an innovative response to the latest colour trends with
colour options for every target and salon. It is convenient and timeefúcient product with an extensive colour palette and high-speed
service that takes between 3 to 15 minutes.
Nutri Color Crème Technology: The product uses an exclusive blend
that combines cosmetic ingredients with a conditioning system,
Provitamin B5, Grapeseed Oil, and a selection of ionic pigments.
Nutri Color Synergy Complex: It nourishes the hair úbre with a
3-in-1 effect to obtain a combination of colour, care and shine.
Ionic Pigments: For vibrant, intense colours and distortion free
fading.
Conditioning System: Blend of cosmetic ingredients that act on
the hair cuticle.
Grapeseed Oil: Contains antioxidants that help to neutralise free
radicals.
Provitamin B5 (Pathenol): With moisturising and nourishing
properties.

Colour

Refresh and boost colours or
create personalised fantasy
shades in minutes.

Proven results
Instant colour: Refresh and boost in three minutes!
Intermixable shades: Personalised fantasy.
shades in 15 minutes.
Applying heat intensiúes the colour result.

Care

Formulated with ingredients
used in cosmetics and
enriched with antioxidants
and vitamins.

Proven results
Moisturises and nourishes.
60% less breakage.*
Reduces static and ûyaways.
Does not weigh the hair down.
Ammonia-free.

Shine

Its formula provides the hair
with incredible shine.

Proven results
Extraordinary shine.
Smooths and seals the hair cuticle.

*Anti-breakage test by multiple combing.
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Bridal Season
Innovation is Key

Ritu Deswal, Founder, Style ‘N’ Scissors Salon in Jaipur,
shares with Salon India her take on the season and the
ammunition required to make it a success
It is that time of the year again! With
the bridal season upon us, salon
owners are doing brisk business.
Shares Ritu Deswal, Founder, “We are
looking forward to a 20% increase in
revenue this year. We have already
received make-up and pre-bridal
bookings. The entire team at Style ‘N’
Scissors is excited.”

New services
Shares Ritu, “We have recently added
services like the permanent hair
reduction lasers, úllers, acne removal
facials, blowouts, mini facials, airbrush,
and high deúnition make-up. We have
also included various packages where
we offer clients free classes for self and
guest make-up, studio and venue makeup,
bridal jewellery, and skin treatments.

Bridal packages on offer

RITU DESWAL
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“Weddings are stressful for brides and
grooms to-be, more the girls as they
want to look perfect on their wedding. To
meet that requirement, we have longterm packages for a duration of two to
three months, and a short term package
of 30 days for the bride. We also have a
one day package. We usually promote
them on social media and print media, as
these days they are the quickest tools to
convert them into clients and to market
your salon,” reveals Ritu.

NOVEMBER 2019

Challenges and opportunities of this time
According to Ritu the biggest challenge faced during this time of
the year is the availability of manpower and having a top of the
mind recall of the latest trends necessary because of the growing
competition. Pricing strategies can sometimes be challenging,
too. She elaborates, “There are ample opportunities available, but
we cater to destination weddings especially in this season. Apart
from that we also receive a lot of requests and queries for bridal
couple make-up, party make-up and hairdressing for the families.
Destination weddings gives us the opportunity to explore and
do good business. We use our own bridal jewellery brand called
Sanjri for the season.”
Trending right now
For the brides to-be: A ûoral bun or a low chignon for the D-day,
and for other ceremonies, brides to-be can go for messy ûoral
braids, cascading curls, and romantic waves. Hair colours to ask
for are sweet caramel, semi-blonde-ish look using honey tones.
For grooms to-be: The pompadour, asymmetric haircuts with the
option of a stylish beard are big. It looks fresh, easy to carry and
suits everyone irrespective of their face shape, size and colour.
Hair colours to go for are copper brown, neutral dark blonde and
edgy brownish grey.
Hair colouring techniques in vogue: All-over hair colour that is
sometimes known as the single-process; two tone hair colour
technique that includes two shades; Balayage because of its
versatility and beautiful effect; highlights may be placed all over
your head strategically in the front, on the top layer or just on
ends; lowlights; ombré; sombré; baby lights and frosting.
Products recommended: Wella, Schwarzkopf, Tigi, L’Oréal, and O3.
Favourite look: Well prepped skin with serum and facial oils, deep
contouring and highlighting technique paired with soft make-up.
In hairstyles, ûoral buns and a long ûoral braid with accessories
would look great on all the brides.

5ROH0RGHO

Deciding to be a part of the hair business
I had just únished high school and a close family friend asked for
help. I was 17 when I úrst took up a part-time job at a salon. Since
then, there has been no turning back. I love being a part of it!

Inspiration
I am blessed to be married to an incredible woman and we have a a
four year-old daughter. They are my biggest inspirations.

Professional education
In my úrst job, external educators associated with Toni&Guy and
Vidal Sassoon would pay weekly visits to the salon to train the
junior staff. I learnt a lot from them and they helped strengthen my
foundation.

Challenges faced
At a very young age I was exposed to amazing opportunities. It
would have better for me had I taken a step back and appreciated
them more. It is easy to get caught up in it and burn out. Now I have
the approach of ‘just go with it’, and enjoy the ride.

Current preoccupation
I am an Educator with Moroccanoil. I love passing on experiences
and sharing knowledge. I think it is a process; playing with ideas and
working on them till you have amazing results.

Favourite products
The Moroccanoil Colour Depositing Mask that will soon be in India.
With seven colours to work with, there is a tone for everyone.

Motivation for the team
I think inspiration comes from inputs given by a team. Hearing
everyone’s ideas and collaborating is vital. Working together to
create that image or look motivates us all.

Must-have qualities in a hairstylist
A hairdresser must have a wicked attitude, patience to learn before
experimenting, and a strong foundation.

A day in the life of Peter Beckett

Peter Beckett
Accidental
Hairdresser

Did you now that Peter Beckett, Hair
Ambassador Moroccanoil, perchance
started his journey as a hairdresser?
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Every day is completely different for me. One day I am playing
dress-up with my daughter, the next I am jetting off to talk about
Moroccanoil, the next I could be shooting for an editorial or a show.
There is never a dull moment!

Trends in haircuts and colour this season
Grown out bob length with loads of texture; and playing with
different tones of colour.

Future plans
My focus is working and growing with Moroccanoil and pushing
education with fashion. However, The Peter Beckett Academy of
Hair sounds like fun!

Views on the Indian hairdressing industry
Great! Every time I come to India, I love being surrounded by talent
and everyone’s willingness to learn new things. A very close friend
sent me a product styling kit to use on an editorial to see what I
thought of the styling range and I loved it all.

7UHQGV

Fashion Fiesta at
LMIFWSS ‘20
Make-up and
Hair Takeaways

India Fashion Week organised by FDCI amped
up its 34th edition by raising a toast to diversity.
Having partnered with Lotus Makeup as the
title sponsor, the four-day fashion extravaganza
celebrated #MyFashionMyTribe – a concept-that
focused on breaking stereotypes
LMIFWSS ‘20 was a unique showcase of make-up and hair
with the beauty team incorporating a new mood and
ideology to the designer looks on the ramp. Lead make-up
artists for the event, Ambika Pillai and Kajee Rai, thought
out-of-the-box to deliver looks that celebrated individual style,
and delivered enthralling beauty trends for the next spring/
summer season.
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Otherworldly Bloom by Kryolan
Time for Self-expression
Soothe the mind, body and soul with flashes
of vibrant colours empowering optimism. An
annual feature, trendlooks are acknowledged
for creative and out of the box themes and
unique make-up looks
Every season, Kryolan launches its
iconic ‘Trendlook’ known for creative
out of the box themes and fashionably
unique make-up looks. This season is
‘Otherworldly Bloom’, which focusses on
three integral aspects of Ethereal
Fascination, Wild Habit and De-liberation. It
is time to stand out and make a statement
by encouraging creative self-expression
through freestyle designs inspired by
elements of nature and the world around us.
Soothe the mind, body and soul with ûashes
of vibrant colours empowering optimism.
Subdue the mind with hues of ethereal
metallics and deep, earthy tones that reûect
nature’s mystery. Like a breath of fresh air,
features of light and radiance transports us
into a sphere of ‘Otherworldly Bloom’.
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Ethereal Fascination
A perfect melody of compelling charms, playful colours
and optimistic radiance that shines through dark mystical
elements. Ethereal skin, inspired by the glare of the winter
sun, channels positive vibes and a fresh outlook. The
fascinating pop of bold colour and chromatic accents
bring the look together. Thus encouraging us to use artistic
elements to portray our own creative self-expression.

Wild Habit
A free element used to create hypnotising combinations
of elegant dual-toned metallics and texturized, painterly
designs that expresses a playful and energetic design. Dress
the eyes with úery metallics and experiment with shapes
and sharp edges on the lips. Wild Habit encourages us to
channel our inner artist, challenge conventions and to run
wild and free.

De-liberation
We’re taken on a journey of modernised nostalgia; a sleek,
traditional make-up style paired with retro inûuences and
a futuristic afúrmation. A style that encourages to us to
add a touch of unique personality into the timeless palette
of earthy chestnut and pinecone hues.
Visit Kryolan shops to know more about Trendlooks and
this season’s ‘Otherworldly Bloom’.
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An independent
make-up artist,
Davinder Kaur
aka Davi has come
a long way in her
journey. She looks
back and recounts
her first steps with
Salon India

Davinder Kaur
All About Colour

What was your inspiration to be a make-up artist?

What were your learnings?

As a kid, I was always fascinated by make-up and fashion. I always
loved being a part of something which looked glamourous and
colourful. I could paint my imagination well. Even before any
professional training, I used to visit make-up stores to try the
products. The art of playing with colours to enhance beauty inspired
me to take up make-up artististry professionally.

The best part of being a make-up artist is
that you never cease to learn new things.
My signiúcant learning was to understand
the requirement of my client and using the
appropriate technique. I have learnt to assess
a client’s skin type and texture, which helps
me to use the right products for their face.

What is the education you gained in the line?
I have done my professional certiúcation course from a make-up
academy in Mumbai. I learnt about the different types of skin textures,
tones and face shapes. In make-up, I gained a lot of knowledge about
the variety of products available in the market. I have also been trained
on important techniques including airbrush, prosthetics and hygienics.

What is your strength in make-up artistry?
I had several opportunities in bridals, fashion runways, editorial
shoots, music videos, and so on. It was a thrilling experience to work
on each look, however, I enjoyed editorial shoots most, as it demanded
creativity. I also got more chances to experiment with colours.

What is the role of social media in your
career?
Social media, being a dynamic marketing
tool, gave my work visibility, and I could
reach my audience in no time. It was easier
for both old and new clients to contact me
me. Also, it was easy to market my skills
instantly. I got an opportunity to work with
several celebs, make-up brands, and the
journey is still on.

What are the brands you always use?
What were the challenges you had to face when you were starting out?
At that time, there were a lot of established make-up artists, so,
making a good inception was tough. It took time, hard work and
constant practice to gain a client’s trust, but I was persistent and
gathered technical expertise.
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When it comes to make-up, quality makes
all the difference. The product needs to
be gentle on the skin, so, one must be
careful while making a selection. Luckily,
the industry has a mainstay of top brands

&HOHE6W\OH

Margot Robbie
Bohemian At Heart

Despite being a natural beauty, Margot Robbie has defined her
sense of style into a perfect representation of her personality. A
delightful mix of relaxed and feminine, her unique looks make
many heads turn
\\ by Aarti Kapur Singh

Margot Robbie is a force to reckon
with in Hollywood starring in úlms
such as The Wolf of Wall Street,
Focus, The Legend of Tarzan and Suicide
Squad. She is also now the newest
ambassador for Chanel Fragrances.
Favourite hairstyle
“Blonde beach waves! It is such a relaxed
yet chic hairstyle, and so easily done! I just
apply sea salt spray or texturising lotion on
damp, towel-dried hair, then, blow dry until
it mostly dry, and scrunch it with hands.
You can also twist hair into a loose braid to
air dry completely. Deúne the waves with a
curling wand, if needed.”
Skin care routine
“In moisturisers, I love La Prairie and their
eye cream. I am not a big fan of serums
as my skin can be quite sensitive, and
sometimes it reacts to them. However, I
love facial mists!”
Make-up hacks
“When I apply foundation, I use an eyebrow
brush or toothbrush to brush it into my
hairline so that it blends with my face. This
is because I have blonde hair and tanned
skin, so if I do not blend it, it will look gross.
Actually I prefer to not wear heavy make-up
at all. I will happily go to dinner wearing a
tinted moisturiser. I will put a sheet mask
or roll these little refrigerated glass orbs
úlled with liquid under my eyes, which feel
so nice. My tip for easy glamour? Embrace
an ethos of artfully undone, rather than
classically done-up; when in doubt, add a
touch of shimmer.”
Must-have products
“I use Peter Thomas Roth complexion
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correction pads for my face, as I am usually travelling and
there is no time to wash. Also, Caudalie facial mist has the
nicest smell! I use Bepanthen lip balm, which is actually a
nipple cream for breastfeeding mothers, or a diaper rash
cream for babies.”
Fitness regime
“I start the day with what I call green stuff – a matcha beverage
that is an immune-boosting powder you can mix with juice.
If I have the time, I like dance classes as it does not feel like
exercise to me. I play sports with friends, like tennis, even
though I am not that good. When I am in LA, I go Andie Hecker,
who used to be a ballerina. She has now incorporated ballet
techniques with a Pilates machine with weights. I am most
comfortable and content whenever I am in water. I love to ûoat
underwater. Pool, ocean, river, hot tub, I do not care.”
Sense of style
My early style veered toward the sweet and pretty, with
ûoral dresses and bright rompers. Today, I prefer elegant and
sophisticated gowns, meaning daring, over-the-top, dresses
are out. One of my favourite ways to do this is to choose a
backless dress. It will be utterly sophisticated from the front
and unexpectedly sexy at the back – these gowns are perfect
to create a look! Give me a black and white combo any day, as
I think the combination is classic and simple, yet bold and eyecatching! White lace is my go-to look when I want a beautiful
and soft style; lace is delicate, lovely and quite ladylike. Black
lace, on the other hand, is great to look sexy and daring, and is
great for structured dresses and sophisticated jumpsuits.

